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It is a common fallacy that an exclusively negotiated deal is faster than a structured 

process. In reality, the acquirer with exclusivity rarely moves with urgency, often extending 

due diligence and dramatically reducing the likelihood of closing at the agreed price, if at 

all. 

The Exclusive Negotiations Trap 
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Timing, Risk, and Competition: A Balancing Act 

We often hear business owners say, “A competitor just approached me about buying my business. I’ll 

just sit down with him and cut a deal.” The assumption is that this approach will be quick, easy and 

quiet. In reality, although all successful transactions will eventually become exclusive, only under 

extremely rare circumstances is it a best practice to begin the process while entertaining only one 

potential buyer.  

Why? The moment a buyer gains exclusive access to your business, most of your negotiating 

leverage as a seller is lost, leaving few unappealing alternatives to transacting with that party. It’s 

nearly impossible to create the perception of competition and urgency in the absence of third party 

bidders. 

When you face pressure from bidders for favoured access, it can be difficult deciding when to grant 

exclusivity. The goal is to balance the sharing of risk between you and your potential acquirer. This is 

delicate; if you grant exclusive access prematurely, you place yourself in a vulnerable position and 

open yourself to a number of risks. If you grant it too late however, your interested buyer might 

disengage because they perceive the completion risk to be too high.  

Granting exclusivity at the right time is essential. An exclusive negotiation from the outset will not 

serve your interests. It will prolong the transaction, and make your business vulnerable to risk. Let’s 

discuss both of these concerns in detail. 

Exclusive Negotiation From the Outset Prolongs the M&A Process 

When you only entertain one potential acquirer, there is no sense of urgency for the buyer to act 

quickly and secure the transaction. As a result, acquirers who know they are not competing often 

benefit from an extended sale process. Extended market exposure has a number of implications, 

such as persistent requests for proprietary internal information, and negative revisions to original 

terms (see Time Becomes Your Enemy for more details).  

Our experience has shown that the fastest process, from launch to close, is one where: 

1. The business is well-prepared for acquirer due diligence. 

2. There is competitive tension between acquirers (or at least the perception of competition). 

3. Acquirers are managed through a structured process. 

While exclusive transactions do not preclude your preparedness for the acquirer’s due diligence, 

creating tension and adhering to a structured process is much more challenging. 

Exclusive Negotiation Increases Risk 

Since an exclusive negotiation can prolong exposure to the potential acquirer, your business is made 

vulnerable to a number of risks to your business and to the sale process itself. These include: 

1. Risks that result from a long sale process 

▪ Deal failures: The most common implication of a lengthy sale process is that negotiations don’t 

amount to a deal at all. Climbing costs, deal fatigue, and material changes to the business the buyer 

or seller can all cause a long-fought sale to fall through.  
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▪ Leaks: The longer the process drags, the harder it is to maintain secrecy. Speculation and leaks about 

an impending sale can distract and undermine the confidence of customers, employees and other 

stakeholders in your business.  

▪ Breaches of confidentiality: during a long sale process with many requests for information, confidential 

disclosures have the ability to reach a potentially unregulated network. This is especially true if your 

documentation isn’t properly encoded because you were preparing to only disclose it to one potential 

acquirer. 

▪ Distractions from regular business operations: Rumours surrounding a business sale may lead to 

undesirable consequences. Otherwise loyal customers who perceive financial distress may take their 

business elsewhere, and employees may fear for their job security and begin seeking other 

opportunities. For management, it can be challenging to maintain business operations up to standard 

while also navigating the demands of negotiating a sale. 

2. A demanding due diligence process 

In an exclusive negotiation, you may have to keep providing updated documentation and data as the 

initial information goes stale. Say, for example, that the acquirer’s due diligence extends over the 

course of several weeks, or spans the close of a fiscal quarter. The acquirer will request updated 

statements, to see if the projections provided at the start of negotiations have in fact panned out 

during the course of extended due diligence. This places a demand on your company’s resources, 

time and bench strength in order to respond to the requests in a timely manner – a process built on 

mounting pressure to keep the interest of your sole potential acquirer. 

3. Revised Valuations / Negative Revisions 

If there is discrepancy in value expectations, the acquirer will revise their price based on new 

information. This typically happens as an acquirer uncovers issues during a drawn out due diligence 

investigation. The extended due diligence process becomes an inexpensive and risk-free option for 

the acquirer to reduce the original offered price. As the seller, you not only become tied up with 

requests for information and paperwork, you also lose leverage in your negotiations.  

Multiple Bidders Alone do not Ensure Against an Exclusive Negotiation 

A variation on the exclusive negotiation trap is to run through a serial process, where the seller tries 

to close a deal with a succession of potential bidders, moving on to the next potential buyer as 

negotiations with the prior bidder break down. This approach projects weakness and inexperience to 

the potential buyer and perpetuates the risks of distractions and leaks. What’s worse is that it’s 

difficult to re-engage these potential bidders if it is later decided that an advisor should be hired to 

run a sale process. Any prior failed process taints all potential bidders who were involved, limiting 

future options. 

Avoiding the Exclusive Negotiation Trap 

Because there are significant risks of negative revisions from initial indication to a binding offer, the 

best sale process defers exclusive discussions as late as possible. Once competitive tension is gone 

from the process, acquirers behave very differently and negotiating leverage shifts. Ideally no 

exclusive commitment is made to any party until two conditions are met: 

1. All aspects of their proposal are acceptable. 
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2. No conditions (due diligence, documentation, financing, approvals, etc.) are attached to the “offer”. 

We once encountered a unique situation where a client received two nearly identical bids from 

buyers. Although one had a larger earn-out component, the headline numbers were a dead die. We 

went back to the bidders and told them the situation. One bidder was willing to come up in price and 

continued to pursue the sale with urgency and cooperation. We were just negotiating a few fine 

points on the transaction agreement when the buyer was made aware that he was now the exclusive 

bidder. The buyer who had, until now, been accommodating and keen, became intransigent and 

difficult to work with. It was a Jekyll-Hyde transformation that highlights the importance of avoiding 

exclusivity and the discipline of competitive tension. In this situation, nothing about the deal itself 

had changed: we were working with the same transaction within the same company and with the 

same person. Yet, exclusivity dramatically altered the tone of the interaction. 

Are Exclusive Negotiations Ever Advised? 

Only in rare circumstances is an exclusive process appropriate from the outset. Exclusive 

negotiations are only advisable when: 

1. The favoured party is the only logical bidder for the business or asset. In this case the favoured party 

will clearly be the highest bidder for strategic, structural, legal or regulatory reasons. 

2. The favoured party refuses to participate in a competitive process. 

3. Confidentiality is of utmost importance and the leak risk arising from contacting other bidders is 

unacceptable.  

Before making this determination, it is important to conduct an in-depth market analysis of active 

consolidators within your industry, both locally and, more importantly, abroad. A skilled financial 

advisor becomes even more crucial in such an exclusive negotiation because of the high risk of 

failure. It’s very helpful to have a perspective on the particular acquirer’s background, whether they 

have a history of transaction failures, and whether they have a poor reputation within the financial 

industry.  

Implications of an Unsuccessful Exclusive Negotiation 

A failed transaction can have dire consequences for the future saleability of your business and the 

likelihood of completing a sale. Unfortunately, the ramifications of a failed transaction are often 

irreversible. 

We recently spoke to a business owner of an Ontario-based business. The owner wanted to sell for 

some time and we were asked if we would be able to act as financial advisors. We met with the 

owner, and when we asked about past offers, we learned they had been approached a few years ago 

by a strategic acquirer. The transaction reached the due diligence stage and then negotiations. 

During the (exclusive) negotiations, the acquirer took an unreasonable position on a previous 

accounting reserve assumption reported by the owner’s business. They made a radical change in the 

assumed bad debt expense. The seller assumed bad debt averaged 0.25% of sales, but the acquirer 

said it was actually 1.25% of sales. EBITDA margins for the owner’s business were only 2.5%, so the 

revision was really significant, and drastically reduced the value of the business. Even though the 

revisions were not substantiated, the fact that negotiations were exclusive put undue pressure on 

the owner. Eventually, the owner was forced to reject the offer and negotiations fell apart. After this 
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failed negotiation, the owner went to the next most logical bidder, and entered into another exclusive 

negotiation. These talks eventually deteriorated as well. 

By the time we met with the owner, about a year had passed since the second incident. He asked us 

for advice on next steps, and which acquirer to pursue. We deduced that the two previous suitors 

were the most logical for the business, and failing to solicit them threatened the chances of a 

successful sale. The buyer universe was too thin and the two most logical acquirers wouldn’t even 

consider the business after the failed negotiation. Under the circumstances, we said that we couldn’t 

sell his business now. He had spoiled his real opportunity, and now he was stuck. 
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Paris Aden is the founding Partner of Valitas Capital Partners. 

Since 1994, he has been involved with more than 100 M&A 

transactions with an aggregate value exceeding $80 billion. He 

has advised clients at Morgan Stanley, Credit Suisse First 

Boston and RBC Capital Markets and has acted as a private 

equity investor at Clairvest Group where he served on portfolio 

company boards. Paris was also a co-founder of Alluence 

Capital Advisors, a mid-market M&A advisory boutique that 

focuses on cross-border transactions. 

Paris is recognized as an expert in business strategy, M&A and 

corporate finance. Previous roles and speaking engagements 

include: 

▪ Lecturer at the Stephen J.R. Smith School of Business at 

Queen's University in their Master of Finance (MFIN) 

program 

▪ M&A subject matter expert for Moody’s Analytics’ Advanced 

Capital Markets Program for capital markets professionals 

▪ Three-time expert panel moderator for the Toronto 

Business Transitions Forum 

▪ TEC Canada “2018 Speaker of the Year” recipient 

▪ Guest speaker for various industry and business leadership 
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Paris formed Valitas to meet the unanswered needs of 

ambitious business owners seeking to: 

▪ At least triple their business value in five years or less; or 

▪ Are seeking an elite advisory boutique as their trusted 

advisor for their complex, mission-critical transactions. 

 

About Valitas 

Valitas Capital Partners is a relationship-focused 

merger & acquisition (M&A), corporate finance, and 

strategic advisory firm. We collaborate with 

ambitious owners of high-performing businesses 

with a potential value of at least $100 million, to 

discover, unleash, and realize their full business 

value potential. 

Owners and their leadership teams rely on Valitas 

when they: 

▪ Want to triple the value of their business in five 

years or less, but realize they lack the expertise 

and experience to achieve this alone. 

▪ Want to sell their company now, assured they 

will look back after the transaction knowing they 

got the best possible outcome. 

▪ Seek the peace of mind of taking some chips off 

the table now, to secure their family’s financial 

future without giving up control or the future 

increased value in their business. 

▪ Are anguished they had to say no to growth 

opportunities they worked so hard to create 

because their bank cannot keep up with the 

needs of their fast-growing business. 

▪ Are frustrated at the lack of traction they are 

getting with their acquisition efforts, whether it is 

not seeing enough quality acquisition 

opportunities, or by wasting time and money 

coming up empty-handed in auctions. 

▪ Are dispirited by the significant investments in 

expensive specialists, technology, systems, and 

financial modeling capabilities required to 

execute their audacious strategic goals. 

▪ Are intrigued by the idea of selling their business 

to their management team over time but want to 

recognize the full value now, while getting their 

cash payments as quickly as possible. 

Contact Us 

      www.valitascapital.com 

info@valitascapital.com 

(416) 556-8898 


